. In contrast, {vgruev, jan}(seas.upenn.edu, engheta(ee.upenn.edu complete polarization information tends to be far more complex and its computational demands prevent real time Abstract-A novel focal plane imaging sensor capable of real extraction. These complex polarization properties are fully
sensor was fabricated in 0.18ptm process with 1O,um pixel pitch A micro-polarization array with three spatially and 75% fill factor. An array of micro polarizer is designed distributed polarizers was fabricated and described by Guo et and fabricated separately and will be mounted on top of the al. [10] . Manipulation of polymer polarization filters in imaging array. Simulation results of the imaging sensor are order to create a micro-polarizer array was described in the presented. patent by Faris [11] . One of the main challenges in manipulating a relatively thick [2] , [3] . The human of extracting Stokes parameters of a linearly polarized light eye perceives visual information in terms of color and in real time. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, intensity but it is blind to polarization. Hence 
.. t h r e e q u a n t i t i e s a r e k n o w n : 4 , 1 4 a n d k # . A f t e r s o m e n a t u r a l s c e n e s , t h e f i r s t t h r e e S t o k e s p a r a m e t e r

. . s i m p l e a l g e b r a i c m a n i p u l a t i o n s o n e c a n w r i t e :
o f m o r e i n t e r e s t , a n d t h u s i n d e p e n d e n t m e a s u r e m e n t sa r ẽ~~~~~~~. w h e r e Ĩ~~~~~~~i s t h e t o t a l i n t e n s i t y ; 1 ( 0 0 , 0 ) i s t h e i n t e n s i t y o f t h e o f f s e t b y 4 5 d e g r e e s , p a t t e r n e d a n d the photo pixel architecture allow for block parallel access of conveyer is estimated by equation (10), in which g.9 is the 2 by 2 pixels neighborhood. The polarization state of the transconductance of M9. pixel neighborhood is computed by scaling individual pixels 1 according to the first three Stokes equation (6) though (8) (10) (Figure 1) .
The photo pixel is composed of transistors Ml through
The minimum output current from the photo pixel is 3 ViA M6 (Figure 2 ). Transistors Ml and M2 control the during the reset interval and the input resistance of the operational mode of the photodiode. These two transistors current conveyer is around IOQ. The input capacitance of allow individual pixels to be reset sequentially. Hence, a the current conveyer consists of 256 gate-to-drain overlap single noise correction circuitry is used for the entire array capacitances plus the line capacitance of the metal bus, and it bypasses the column fixed pattern noise problems which is 2.5mm long. With a total input capacitance of which are associated with column parallel read out. The last part of the processing unit is the digitally operated in a negative feedback mode via transistor M9. The controlled analog processing unit. In this unit, the output gain bandwidth product of the operational amplifier is current from the CDS unit is first replicated three times and 5OMIHz and DC gain A. is 80dB. Due to its negative then scaled accordinglyto the Stokes equations. The scaling feedback configuration, the negative terminal of the op amp coefficient is represented as ocW/L in Figure 2 . Regulated is pinned to VreF Vdd-A. The input resistance of the current cascaded mirrors are used throughout the processing unit allowing for better computational precision. 
